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Exclusive to health professionals.
Comfort & support for everybody.
Australian owned Therapeutic Pillow International supplies high quality postural comfort products for your patients.
Leaving your clinic with a pillow that complements your treatment.

Complete Sleeper – Memory foam adjustable pillow
Reworkable inserts allow the shape, height, and angle to be changed to suit all physiques. In luxurious Australian made memory foam or premium foam.

Naturalle – Pure latex pillow in three sizes
Pure latex from the rubber tree... naturally! Sumptuously soft, wonderfully supportive. Superb quality & we believe it is the world’s best contoured latex pillow. In three sizes (High, Medium and Low). $51 - $57

High quality products, at the right price.

Naturelle - Pure latex pillow in three sizes
Pure latex from the rubber tree... naturally! Sumptuously soft, wonderfully supportive. Superb quality & we believe it is the world’s best contoured latex pillow. In three sizes (High, Medium and Low). $51 - $57
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